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PUMPKIN STACK WIND WAVER
Halloween

Product Required:
1x Pumpkin Stacker Multi Foil Balloon 4194001
9x 160 Fashion Black 160 20002748
4x 260 Fashion Black 20002814
4x 12” Fashion black 20009380
4x 12” Fashion orange 20000773
4x 12” Fashion lime green 20000748
1x Lamp stand with 3 sections
 

Construction Method:
1. Separate the bottom pumpkin shape from the top 3 shapes by pulling apart the joining flaps. 
2. Create 2 clusters of 4 balloons, one in orange and the other in lime green sized to 8”. Create  
 1 cluster of 4 balloons in black sized to 9”. Wrap these into the top of your lamp stand, with  
 the larger cluster in the middle.
3. Inflate the pumpkin heads with air, tie off the valve with a 260 balloon and then tie into the  
 clusters on the lamp stand.
4. Place a piece of balloon bond under the top orange foil to keep it from dropping backwards.
5. Inflate 3x 260 balloons with a curl in them, this can either be around your fingers or around  
 a balloon hand pump. They don’t need to be perfectly tight curls, just a loose looking curl.
6. Tie 3 curled balloons together at the neck and wrap into the base of the clusters from step 2.
7. Using 3 160 balloons, curl these like in step 5, but then twist in half and twist all the 160’s  
 together so that you now have 6 curly ends. Wrap this cluster of 160’s onto the stem of the  
 white foil.
8. Repeat last step 2 more times for the stems of the green and orange pumpkin shapes.
9. This can now be displayed as is with the lamp stand base, or the base can be removed and  
 pushed into the ground.

See our Pumpkin head wind waver tutorial for a great way to use the leftover pumpkin head.

Estimated Labour time: 20 minutes.
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